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the new easy installer image format is also supported by the deep learning language sagemaker and
supports the tensorflow and caffe deep learning frameworks. in addition to the hpeek analysis tool,
the halcon easy installer images are also supported by the new sagemaker composer application, a
new tool to easily create, build, train and deploy neural network models on amazon sagemaker. the

new hpeek analysis tool allows you to run a range of image processing algorithms on a target
embedded system device, independent of the commercial license. this demo runs a series of image
processing algorithms applied to offline images calculated in the target embedded system device,

e.g. plant segmentation demo shown below. halcon platform is an open platform for building
machine vision applications. its robustness, ease-of-use and modularity makes it a leading platform
for machine vision in the fields of image processing, embedded vision and robotics. it supports the

processing of still images, video streams, 3d data and live imagery. halcon is fully compliant with the
international organization for standardization (iso), the open source initiative (osi) and the linux

foundation. it is designed for maximum flexibility and can be used in a variety of ways: as a
standalone machine vision library, as a processing library or as a robotic controller. the halcon
programming framework is open-source, so that third-party developers can extend the halcon

framework to build innovative machine vision applications. it is designed with the flexibility and ease-
of-use to provide a powerful platform for machine vision developers.
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application, a new tool to easily create, build, train
and deploy neural network models on amazon

sagemaker. the new hpeek analysis tool allows you
to run a range of image processing algorithms on a

target embedded system device, independent of the
commercial license. this demo runs a series of
image processing algorithms applied to offline

images calculated in the target embedded system
device, e.g. plant segmentation demo shown below.

halcon platform is an open platform for building
machine vision applications. its robustness, ease-of-
use and modularity makes it a leading platform for
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and can be used in a variety of ways: as a
standalone machine vision library, as a processing

library or as a robotic controller. the halcon
programming framework is open-source, so that

third-party developers can extend the halcon
framework to build innovative machine vision

applications. it is designed with the flexibility and
ease-of-use to provide a powerful platform for

machine vision developers. 5ec8ef588b
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